
 Investment 
Approach
A wealth of skills but a single philosophy



A look inside the Princely Collections 
For more than 400 years, the Princes of Liechtenstein have been 
passionate art collectors. The Princely Collections include key 
works of European art stretching over five centuries and are now 
among the world’s major private art collections. The notion of 
promoting fine arts for the general good enjoyed its greatest 
popularity during the Baroque period. The House of Liechtenstein 
has pursued this ideal consistently down the generations. 
We make deliberate use of the works of art in the Princely 
Collections to accompany what we do. For us, they embody 
those values that form the basis for a successful partnership with 
our clients: a long-term focus, skill and reliability.

www.liechtensteincollections.at

Cover image: Joseph Höger, detail from “View of Lake Gmunden 
near Ebensee”, 1836  
© LIECHTENSTEIN. The Princely Collections, Vaduz–Vienna
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“ We offer a fresh approach 
to wealth management, 
with a personalised 
transparent service, 
carefully designed around 
your best interests.”

     Ben Snee, CEO LGT Wealth Management
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Good investments should 
come as no surprise

We never lose sight of the fact it is your money that  

we manage. Our processes are based on achieving your 

goals while working entirely within your risk parameters. 

To create a return for you we cannot avoid risks, but 

we need to make sure these are in line with your 

willingness and capacity to take risk. We need to carefully 

communicate this to you before we begin to invest and 

we need to regularly update you on the changes in your 

portfolio. Here we explain our preferred approach to 

investment management. 

As a firm that understands the importance of personal 

relationships, we are always happy to adapt to your 

individual requirements. Above all, we believe clients are 

individuals and that the portfolio should fit the client, 

never the other way around.
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We prefer an active approach to investment management. 

We employ a wide range of asset classes and are ready to 

make changes to portfolios as and when necessary. We 

seek out active managers who add real value to portfolios. 

Where we feel there are no suitable active alternatives,  

we will buy funds that track investment indexes. 

We believe we need to be forward-looking and be 

prepared to accept that change happens. We look 

through what drives portfolio returns and are aware of 

the risks. While history can repeat itself, it is important 

to understand that although the circumstances may be 

similar, there are always differences to each situation. As 

the Greek philosopher Heraclitus said, “No man ever steps 

in the same river twice, for it’s not the same river and he’s 

not the same man.”

An active approach
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Why we cannot rely on  
past performance

The disclaimer on almost any financial report will say 

“past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 

returns”. However, we are still asked for past performance 

and continue to look for patterns to repeat themselves. 

When looking back at the last thirty years in the financial 

markets it rapidly becomes clear that the past, in the 

sense of recent history, is not only unlikely to repeat itself, 

but it would in some cases be impossible for it to do so. 

Since 1990, the Bank of England base rate has declined 

from 15 percent to 0.25 percent. Cuts in interest rates 

on this scale cannot be repeated. The consequent bond 

market returns can also not be repeated. Thus risk  

return charts that draw on history over the last 30 years 

are misleading. 

One solution may be to look further back in time, but 

index data is flawed. Less than 20 percent of the stocks in 

the FTSE 100 index have been there since the start. Today’s 

index is dominated by international companies listed in 

London. In the past, the London Stock Exchange was much 

more linked to the UK economy than it is today.
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We believe that we should back our convictions. Equally, 

it is important to balance risks in a portfolio. A purely 

conviction-based approach is dangerous from the 

perspective that all investments may point in the same 

direction. We are aware that we will not always be correct 

and at all times it is important to include investments  

that diversify returns. These diversifiers may be selected  

to make money should our core view turn out to be 

wrong, but lose a smaller amount when other assets  

are performing well. 

The key is to create portfolios where positive returns 

outweigh the negative possibilities. That being said, if 

circumstances change it is incumbent on us to change the 

asset allocation. While our allocation decisions are usually 

based on long-term investment views, we may make 

investments with a shorter-term horizon when we see  

the opportunity.

Active asset allocation
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Active versus  
passive managers

Many managers have failed to outperform their index 

and as a result, some investors are switching to low-cost 

passive managers that just track the index. We believe 

we should seek active managers that can outperform, or 

have styles that complement our investment views. Where 

appropriate, we may use passive funds to gain market 

exposure or to take advantage of particular styles of 

investment. We do look to avoid paying fees to managers 

who are closet index trackers.

Traditional equity indexes are based on market 

capitalisation, therefore the trackers’ investment grows 

with the equity price. This means you are putting more 

into equities that have already performed well. To avoid 

this, passive funds may follow “smart beta indexes” 

based on alternative systematic ways of investing. These 

are often based on computer programmes that analyse 

historic performance or accounting data. In some cases the 

methodology may be tweaked until you get a good back 

test. The selection process may lead to heavy weighting 

to particular sectors and requires careful analysis of the 

methodology and resulting underlying investments. The 

increasing use of passive investments by the market means 

that there are indiscriminate buyers of some equities, 

this and the wider dispersion of returns should give more 

opportunities for skilled stock selectors. 
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Benchmark or  
not to benchmark

In the past, many investment managers have set balanced 

benchmarks and not diversified significantly from this 

asset allocation. Managers played safe and tried to add 

value through asset selection rather than asset allocation. 

However, the biggest driver of returns is asset allocation. 

As a result of setting an investment-based benchmark, 

the client may be taking responsibility for the main driver 

of return. As investment managers, we believe we should 

take this responsibility. 

We will suggest appropriate investment benchmarks, that 

reflect the most likely broad asset allocation, to measure 

returns in the long run, but in the short run, allocation may 

show significant divergence. As a result, performance may 

deviate from this measure. We need to remember that our 

clients are usually happy to outperform a rising benchmark. 

However, a loss in value that is less than the benchmark 

fall may be good relative performance but is not a good 

outcome for clients.
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The Investment Committee (IC) is comprised of our most 

experienced investment managers and asset class specialists. 

Their role is to set the overall investment strategy of the firm.

As a matter of course, the IC meets monthly to discuss 

the market outlook but can, and does meet, at other 

times in response to events that occur between meetings. 

The process starts with a top-down discussion of the 

macroeconomic outlook. The Head of Fixed Income 

usually presents the macroeconomic overview but input is 

frequently sought from the Equity Team and from external 

advisers where appropriate. This leads into a discussion 

of our market views, which are published in a monthly 

document after the meeting. After discussing the outlook, 

the IC review the firm’s “template” portfolios in light of this. 

The IC publishes three “template” medium risk portfolios in 

sterling, dollars and euros. These multi-asset class portfolios 

are generally populated with funds but will also use direct 

government bonds where appropriate. The IC reviews 

performance and the level of risk in portfolios. At this stage 

the underlying composition of the funds is assessed to check 

that the overall positioning is consistent with the IC views. 

This takes into account such things as sector, country and 

style of investment within the equity exposure.  The IC then 

discusses portfolio changes with input from the Head of 

Fund Selection. 

The Investment Committee
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The outcome of the meeting is communicated to the 

investment managers by email and in a briefing at the 

weekly meeting the next day. The investment managers 

take these views into account when managing our client 

portfolios in light of individual requirements. While the 

IC “template” portfolio is mostly populated with funds, 

investment managers may implement the views with a 

carefully selected range of direct equities and bonds,  

where appropriate. 
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Risk measures

Risk can be a difficult concept for many clients. Many risk-

return charts that are used in presentations equate risk to 

the standard deviation of return or volatility. The standard 

deviation is a mathematical measure of the dispersion 

of returns around a centre point. Other measures take 

risk relative to a benchmark. These generally rely on 

historic data and make an assumption that dispersion is 

symmetrical. As we have previously noted, historic returns 

are unlikely to be repeated. There are more complicated 

mathematical models that look at downside risk but these 

generally remain dependent on history. While we look at 

mathematical risk measures, we need to remember the 

flaws and that for most clients, risk is losing money rather 

than underperforming. We endeavour to create portfolios 

where the return potential is more than the risk of loss. In 

the end, subjective judgement on potential outcomes has 

to play a role in forward-looking risk management.
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Important information
LGT Wealth Management UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority (“FCA”). Our regulation details are set out in the FCA register: 
Firm Reference No: 471048; register.fca.org.uk/. Registered in England and Wales: 
OC329392. Registered office: 14 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3NR. 

LGT Wealth Management Jersey Limited is incorporated in Jersey and is regulated 
by  the Jersey Financial Services Commission in the conduct of Investment Business 
and  Funds Service Business. Registration number: 102243; www.jerseyfsc.org/
industry/ regulated-entities, Registered office: 30-32 New Street, St Helier, Jersey, 
JE2 3TE. 

LGT Wealth Management US Limited is authorised and regulated by the  
Financial Conduct Authority and is a Registered Investment Adviser with the 
US Securities & Exchange Commission (“SEC”). Our regulation details are set 
out in the FCA register: Firm Reference No: 585547; register.fca.org.uk/ and 
the SEC Investment Adviser Public Disclosure: www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/IAPD/
Default.aspx. Registered in England and Wales: 06455240. Registered Office: 
14 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3NR.

This publication is marketing material. It is for information purposes only. 
Certain services described herein are not available to retail clients as defined by 
the FCA or the JFSC, as applicable; please speak to your investment adviser for 
further clarification in this regard. All services are subject to status and where 
local regulations permit. The wording contained in this document is not to be 
construed as an offer, advice, invitation or solicitation to enter into any financial 
obligation, activity or promotion of any kind. You are recommended to seek 
advice concerning suitability from your investment adviser. Any information 
herein is given in good faith, but is subject to change without notice and may 
not be accurate and complete for your purposes. This document is not intended 
for distribution to, or use by, any individual or entities in any jurisdiction where 
such distribution would be contrary to the laws of that jurisdiction or subject 
any LGT Wealth Management entity to any registration requirements. When we 
provide investment advice it is on the basis of a restricted approach that is to 
say, whilst we review and advise on retail investment products from the whole 
of the investment market. Investors should be aware that past performance 
is not an indication of future performance, the value of investments and the 
income derived from them may fluctuate and you may not receive back the 
amount you originally invested.



LGT Wealth Management UK LLP
14 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3NR
Phone +44 (0)20 3207 8000, info-uk@lgt.com

www.lgtwm.com

VALUES WORTH SHARING
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LGT Wealth Management UK LLP
15 Queen Square, Bristol, BS1 4NP
Phone +44 (0)117 422 4022, info-uk@lgt.com

LGT Wealth Management Jersey Limited
Charles Bisson House, 30-32 New Street, St. Helier, Jersey, JE2 3TE
Phone +44 (0)1534 786400, info-jersey@lgt.com

LGT Wealth Management US Limited
14 Cornhill, London, EC3V 3NR
Phone +44 (0)20 3207 8000, info-us@lgt.com
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